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About This Game

Be prepared to conquer the Wild West on rails! Mount and design your very own train with plenty of detailed equipment, hire a
loyal, bold and selfless crew and travel through the dangerous Wild West. Find your way by cleverly using your resources and by

shipping goods and passengers. Solve problems your own way, either through diplomacy, violence or bribery.

Explore the dangerous life, the accurate historic events and contemporary inventions of the North American/US 19th century.
Acquire one of the most legendary steam machines and transform it into a fortress on rails. Fulfill surprising quests and face

notorious bandits, vengeful Natives and even more enemies. You can only achieve this journey of your life, if you pay attention
to all these thrilling factors.
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Control true to original locomotives, expand and design them in various ways

Assort an efficient crew and overcome the challenges of North America together

Prove yourself by handling chase-fights and ambushes, but be careful and inventive: resources are scarce and technology
isn't always reliable

Explore the America of the 19th century, visit real-life cities, trade and provide goods

Experience an exciting, non-linear story – reunite with your family and prevent the forced removal of the Natives

Influence real historical events and inventions, and change the course of history

Choose one of four huge factions – or switch sides in the game process
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Title: Bounty Train
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Corbie Games
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 16 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: 2.5 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 6570, GeForce 9600 GT or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,Russian,Ukrainian,German,French,Polish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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I like this game but i don't feel comfortable recommending it. I played it for hours recently and ran into a lot of bugs. When
searching the forums the bugs were from before the game was released and still were not fixed. From what I can see the devs
abandoned this game as there are no other updates to fix them and some of them are immersion breaking and some can be game
breaking if you are early in your play.

One of the more serious bugs I run into is indians will start attacking the train. While normally this is not a hard challange, the
train will be stopped and you cannot start the train again and when you assign someone to the engine he scoops a shovel of coal
and stops. He does not shoot or move and the train does not start. No matter how many people you tell to do the engine it will
not start (nothing blocking the tracks)

The other very common bug is healing your guys. You can get a perk for them called "medic" (or something) and this allows
you to heal your guys without losing supplies. This sadly has the same effect as the one i just wrote about in that when you try
and heal them they stand still and will not react to anything until you move them. In the middle of a fight this is really bad.

Again, these bugs have been in the game since at least 2016 if not earlier (messeges in the bugs section of steam forums) and
they have not been fixed. If the devs decide to come back to the game and fix them then I would be happy to change this to a
positive review. As I said, if you are early enough in your playthrough these are game breaking as you just die very quickly. At
my point (most of my guys are level 20+) it's not too much of an issue other than serious immersion breaking.
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Bounty Train News - Release Date Announcement:
Hey everybody,

We finally set things in stone, so we want to share with you our current plan for the upcoming weeks:
First things first: Bounty Train will be released 16.05.2017! :D

We are very happy to announce we will leaving early access May, 16. We will of course support the game after this date, with
bug fixes and the intended DLC to follow (more information will become available after launch)

With the release setup, we also are happy to announce the supported languages for Bounty Train:

French, Polish, Spanish, traditional Chinese, simplified Chinese, updated English, updated German, updated Ukrainan and
updated Russian.

The Bounty Train release will add to the general storyline, adds new quests, Achievements and overall improvements based on
your feedback (The Preview log is soon to follow – please look into this for detailed information).

There also will be a closed beta test for launch balance, and final languages, starting next week :)

To participate, just let us know in the comments wou would like to take part in it, and we will contact you directly over steam.
As this will be pretty restricted and focussed on balance, please understand we will not open this test up immideatly for a bigger
numbers of testers.

What about the Trainium Content?
We will add the official soundtrack most likely before Bounty Train´s release, so you should be able to download it before
release, so you should be able to download it before May 16th.

Please note, as we didn´t have the distribution rights for the main theme at the given time, this track will not be available. We
are very sorry about this, but currently we aren´t allowed to ship it. The other four Soundtracks will be available via Steam.

The Arbook is currently in production, and might take additional time – we are hoping to get it done for release, or shortly after.

The ingame rewards should already be available to all Trainium users, so if you have any issues – please let us know.

Last but not least, the DLC. We will share additional information about the Content to expect and when it will be available
shortly after launch.

Kind Regards,
Bounty Train Team
. Changelog Update 03 [English] -27.11.2015:
Hier findet ihr alle aktuellen Änderungen auf Deutsch:
Changelog Update 03 [Deutsch] - 27.11.2015 

По этой ссылке находится информация о последних изменений на русском языке  Обновление 03. Список изменений.
[Русский] - 27.11.2015  

Changelog Update 03 [English] -27.11.2015. Changelog Update 10 [ENGLISH] - 05.09.2017:
Hey there everyone,

Today we finally can share the latest update for Bounty Train with you - let´s have a look at the latest changes for Bounty Train
:)
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This time, we focused on remaining bugs, as well as general balancing in the early -, and late game.
We received a lot of feedback on the current state of the game and identified some problems that were holding players back
more than we intended originally.

 Below you´ll find the list of changes:

Gameplay Changes:. Changelog Update 04 [English] – 05.02.2016:
Hier findet ihr alle aktuellen Änderungen auf Deutsch:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/371520/discussions/4/405690850607828576/

По этой ссылке находится информация о последних изменений на русском языке
http://steamcommunity.com/app/371520/discussions/4/405690850608014797/

Update 04:. Bounty Train Patchnotes Update 01:

What's in store for Bounty Train? – Update 01. Bounty Train out now!:
Hey everyone, after nearly one and a half years in Early Access, we are very happy Bounty Train is about to be released today
officially :D

With the release version we tried to tighten some of the loose ends of story and gameplay, expanded the game content and got
rid of a lot of bugs. Please have a look at the changelog below, for additional information.

Changelog Update 09 (Release Version):. Update 06 now available!:
We are happy to present Update 06 today!
In this update we revised loot, skills & level up, fixed some major bugs and added post offices and properties to the game, to
open up new options for players to increase their income.
As always, have a look at the changelog to catch all recent changes and bugfixes:

What's new in this update
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